We present userfriendly and adaptable software to provide biologists, clinical researchers and possibly diagnostic clinicians with the ability to robustly detect and reconstruct viral genomes from complex deep sequence datasets. A set of modular bioinformatic tools and workflows was implemented as the Metavisitor package in the Galaxy framework. Using the graphical Galaxy workflow editor, users with minimal computational skills can use existing Metavisitor workflows or adapt them to suit specific needs by adding or modifying analysis modules. Metavisitor can be used on our Mississippi server, or can be installed on any Galaxy server instance and a preconfigured Metavisitor server image is provided. Metavisitor works with DNA, RNA or small RNA sequencing data over a range of read lengths and can use a combination of de novo and guided approaches to assemble genomes from sequencing reads. We show that the software has the potential for quick diagnosis as well as discovery of viruses from a vast array of organisms. Importantly, we provide here executable Metavisitor use cases, which increase the accessibility and transparency of the software, ultimately enabling biologists or clinicians to focus on biological or medical questions.
Introduction
Viruses infect cells and manipulate the host machinery for their replication and transmission. Genomes of viruses show high diversity and can consist of single or doublestranded RNA or DNA. Many types of viral replication cycles exist which may involve various cellular compartments, various DNA or RNA replication intermediates, and diverse strategies for viral RNA transcription and viral protein translation. Next generation deepsequencing has become a powerful approach for virologists in their quest to detect and identify viruses in biological samples, even when they are present at low levels. However, none of the existing sequencing methods allows comprehensive detection of all virus classes. For instance, DNA sequencing fails to detect viruses lacking a DNA stage whereas commonly used mRNA sequencing protocols based on polyA tailed RNA purification fail to detect viruses without polyA tails.
Plants and invertebrates use RNA interference as an antiviral mechanism [1, 2] . Active antiviral RNAi results in significant enrichment of viral interfering small RNAs (viRNAs) relative to endogenous small RNAs (endosiRNA). The ratio of viRNA reads over endosiRNA reads depends on several factors such as the ability of a virus to replicate in the host and to evade the host RNAi machinery. Moreover, viRNAs derived from a variety of viruses can be detected in host organisms, regardless if these viruses have positive single strand, negative single strand or doublestranded RNA genomes, or DNA genomes [3] . Together, these features make small RNA deep sequencing a potent approach to detect viruses regardless of their genomic specificities, and different bioinformatic tools have been developed for detection or de novo assembly of viral genomes. Accordingly, viRNAs produced by the insect model Drosophila melanogaster in response to viral infections were sufficient to reconstruct and improve the genomic consensus sequence of the Nora virus [4] using the Paparazzi perl script [5] which wraps the SSAKE assembler [6] . In this study, Paparazzi improved the consensus sequence and the coverage of the Nora virus genome by~20%, as compared to the previous Nora virus reference genome. SearchSmallRNA, a standalone tool with a graphical interface written in JAVA language, used a similar approach to reconstruct viral genomes [7] . Source codes of both Paparazzi and SearchSmallRNA require specific skills for installation and execution as well as the retrieval of viral reference sequences. Furthermore neither program is currently available for download. Since both programs require known, closely related viral references for proper guidance of genome reconstructions from viRNAs, identification of more distant viral species or discovery of novel or unexpected viruses is precluded.
To circumvent the need for viral reference sequences, Velvet [8] de novo assemble contigs from plant [9] , fruit fly and mosquito [10] have then been aligned to NCBI sequence databases, allowing the identification of partial or complete viral genomes.
Several studies improved the strategy by combining two de novo assemblers [11] [12] [13] [14] , or scaffolding the contig pieces that could be blastaligned to NCBI sequences using an additional translationguided assembly step [15] .
Collectively, the reported work allowed important progress in virus assembly and identification from deep sequencing data. However, the existing computational workflows are poorly accessible to a broad user base of biologists because they require specialist skills for installation, execution and adaptation to specific research. These skills may not be sufficient in some cases where tools are no longer available or documentation is missing.
In this context, we developed Metavisitor as a free and open source set of Galaxy tools and workflows [16, 17] allowing both de novo reconstruction of novel viruses and detection of already identified viral species from sequencing datasets. Using the graphical Galaxy workflow editor, Metavisitor workflows can be adapted to suit specific needs, by adding analysis steps or replacing/modifying existing ones. For instance, Metavisitor may help in field surveillance of insect vectors and emerging viral species during epidemics, in viral metagenomic studies or in experimental research or diagnosis for human patients suffering from viral infections or coinfections. In order to improve as much as possible the accessibility and usability of Metavisitor, we detailed a series of use cases that can be directly examined, replayed, tested or adapted using our Galaxy server (http://mississippi.fr). To ensure the sustainability of these executable use cases, a Galaxy server instance provisioned with the Metavisitor tools and workflows is also available as a Docker image. We expect that these tools will provide biologists and medical practitioners with an easytouse and adaptable software for the detection or identification of viruses from NGS datasets.
Methods
Metavisitor consists of a set of Galaxy tools (Fig ure 1 ) that can be combined to (i) extract sequencing reads that do not align to the host genomes, known symbionts or parasites;
(ii) retrieve up to date nucleotide as well as protein sequences of viral genomes deposited in Genbank [18] and index these sequences for subsequent blast, bowtie, etc. alignments; (iii) perform de novo assembly of extracted sequencing reads using Oases or Trinity, align the de novo contigs against the viral nucleotide or protein blast databases using blastn or blastx, respectively, and generate reports from blast outputs to help in known viruses diagnosis or in candidate virus discovery; (iv) use CAP3 (optional, see Use Case 33), blast and viral scaffolds for selected viruses to generate guided final viral sequence assemblies of blast sequence hits. For clarity, we group analysis steps below in functional tasks (i to iv). However, as shown in the Use Cases section, Metavisitor links these tasks in full workflows that can be executed once to generate complete and adapted analyses.
The purpose of the "Prepare data" task ( Figure 1 ) is to process Illumina sequencing datasets in order to optimize the subsequent de novo assembly of viral sequencing reads.
Raw sequence files in fastq or fasta format are clipped from library adapters and are converted to a weighted fasta file in which sequences are headed by a character string that contains a unique identifier and the number of times that the sequences were found in the dataset. These steps (which are optional) remove sequence duplicates and drastically reduces the workload of the next steps as well as the coverage variations after de novo assembly (see Use Cases 11 to 13). Datasets are then depleted from nonviral sequences by sequential alignments to the host genome, to other genomes from known or potential symbionts and parasites, as well as to PhiX174 genome sequences which are commonly used as internal controls in Illumina sequencing and may contaminate the datasets. The sequence reads that did not match the reference genomes are retained and returned.
(ii) Get reference viral sequences
The "Get reference viral sequences" task is performed using the "Retrieve FASTA from NCBI" tool that sends a query string to the Genbank database [18] and retrieves the corresponding nucleotide or protein sequences. With this tool, a typical query for virus sequences retrieval is "txid10239[Organism] NOT txid131567[Organism] NOT phage", which retrieves viruses sequences (txid10239) while filtering out cellular organisms sequences (txid131567) and phage sequences. This query was submitted to the nucleotide or protein Genbank databases (oct 2015) to retrieve the viral nucleotide and protein databases referred to as "vir1" in the rest of the article. However, users can change the tool settings by entering query strings that fit their specific needs. As downloading large sequence datasets from NCBI may take several hours with this query, we allow users to skip it by directly accessing the nucleotides or protein vir1 datasets on the Mississippi server ( http://mississippi.fr ) or to download it from figshare ( https://dx.doi.org/10.6084/m9.figshare.3179026 ). For convenience, nucleotide and protein blast indexes are also available in the public library of the Mississippi server (but can also be generated using the "NCBI BLAST+ makeblastdb" Galaxy tool). Bowtie as well as bowtie2 indexes of the vir1 nucleotide sequences have been generated in the Mississippi Galaxy instance using the corresponding "data manager" Galaxy tools.
Finally, users can upload their own viral nucleotide and protein sequences using ftp and transfer them in a Galaxy history ( Figure 1 ) .
(iii) Assemble, Blast and Parse
In the task "Assemble, Blast and Parse", RNA sequences returned by the "Prepare data" task are subjected to several rounds of de novo assembly by Velvet [8] using the Oases software package [19] and kmer lengths ranging from 15 to 35 (for small RNA sequences) or from 13 to 69 (for longer RNA sequences). Importantly, as illustrated in Use Case 33 (see below), the Oases assembler can be replaced by a different de novo assembler such as Trinity [20] that performs better with longer sequencing reads.
In a next step, de novo assembled contigs are aligned to both "virus nucleotides" and "virus proteins" vir1 BLAST databases built from the viral reference sequences ( Figure   1 ) using the blastn or blastx Galaxy tools [21] that search nucleotide or protein databases using nucleotide or translated nucleotide queries, respectively [22] . Default parameters for these tools are adjusted in order to report only the 5 best alignments per contig (Maximum hits set to 5) and to generate a tabular blast output that includes the 12 standard columns plus a column containing the length of the aligned subject sequences (extended columns, "slen" checked).
Tabular outputs generated by blastn and blastx alignments are next parsed by the "Parse blast output and compile hits" tool to return 4 files. In the "blast analysis, by subjects" output file ( Supplementary Figure 1 ), the subject sequences in the viral nucleotide or protein blast databases that produced significant blast alignments (hits) with Oases contigs are listed, together with those contigs and the blast information associated to the hits (% Identity, Alignment Length, start and end coordinates of hits relatively to the subject sequence, percentage of the contig length covered by the hit, Evalue and Bit Score of the hit). In addition, for each subject sequence in the list, the length in nucleotide or aminoacid of the subject sequence (Subject Length), the summed coverage of the subject by all contig hits (Total Subject Coverage) as well as the fraction of the subject length that this coverage represents (Relative Subject Coverage), and the best (Best Bit Score) and mean (Mean Bit Score) bit scores produced by contig hits are computed and indicated. A simplified output can be generated without contigs and blast information by using the "compact" option for the reporting mode of the "Parse blast output and compile hits" tool. A second "hits" output file generated by the tool contains the sequences of contig portions that produced significant alignment in the BLAST step (i.e. query hit sequences), flanked by additional contig nucleotides 5' and 3' to the hit (the size of these margins is set to 5 by default and can be modified by the user). Finally, the tool returns the contigs that produced significant blast hits ("Blast aligned sequences") as well as those that did not ("Blast unaligned sequences").
(iv) Final assembly from blastn or blastx
The last "Final assembly from blastn/x" task ( Figure 1 ) allows to manually choose candidates from user's inspection of the "blast analysis, by subjects" file and to generate further sequence assembly. Using the tool "Pick Fasta sequences" and the appropriate query string, users first retrieve from the file "hits" all blastn or blastx hits that significantly matched a subject sequence. When necessary, these hit sequences can be further assembled in longer contigs using the "cap3 Sequence Assembly" Galaxy tool adapted from CAP3 [23] . In some cases (see below), unique viral contigs can already be obtained at this step. In cases where there are still multiple unlinked contigs, the workflow provides the possibility to generate a single composite sequence where these contig sequences (indicated in uppercase characters) are integrated in a matched subject sequence taken as a scaffold (lowercase characters). This is done by (a) retrieving the subject sequence from the NCBI nucleotide databases, generating a blast nucleotide index from this sequence and aligning the contigs to this index with blastn or tblastx tools, and (b) running the "blast_to_scaffold" tools by taking as inputs the contigs, the guide/scaffold sequence and the blastn or blastx output ( Figure 1 , bottom ).
Availability of Metavisitor
All Metavisitor tools and workflows are installed in the Galaxy server http://mississippi.snv.jussieu.fr . Readers can easily review all use cases described below by following the indicated html links to this server. Moreover, they can also import in their personal account the published Metavisitor use case histories and their corresponding workflows to rerun the described analyses or adapt them to their studies.
We made all tools and workflows that compose Metavisitor available from the main Galaxy tool shed ( https://toolshed.g2.bx.psu.edu/ ), in the form of a tool suite (suite_metavisitor_1_2) which thus can be installed and used on any Galaxy server instance. The Metavisitor workflows are also available from the myexperiment repository ( http://www.myexperiment.org/ ) They can be freely modified or complemented with additional analysis steps within the Galaxy environment.
The Metavisitor tool codes are accessible in our public GitHub repository ( https://github.com/ARTbio/toolsartbio/ ). We also provide a Docker image artbio/metavisitor:1.2 as well as an ansible playbook that both allow to deploy a Galaxy server instance with preinstalled Metavisitor tools and workflows in local infrastructures. Extensive documentation on how to install and use Metavisitor Galaxy servers is available at https://artbio.github.io/GalaxyKickStart/about_metavisitor .
Results / Use Cases
In this section, we present use cases to demonstrate the use of various Metavisitor workflows adapted to specific situations and dataset formats. For each use case, we briefly present the purpose of the original study from which the datasets originate, and we propose html links to input data, workflows as well as to histories generated with these workflows and input data. Using this process, we intend to provide transparent and executable analyses: readers can examine the use cases in every detail using the Galaxy web interface; they can also import the input data, histories and workflows in their own Galaxy Mississippi account and reexecute the analyses as we did; finally they can experiment Metavisitor workflows with their own datasets and parameters.
Detection of known viruses

Use Cases 11, 12 and 13
Using small RNA sequencing libraries SRP013822 (EBI ENA) and the Paparazzi software [5] we were previously able to propose a novel reference genome (NCBI JX220408) for the Nora virus strain infecting Drosophila melanogaster stocks in laboratories [4] . This socalled rNora genome differed by 3.2% nucleotides from the Nora virus reference NC_007919.3 and improved the alignment rate of viral siRNAs by~121% . Thus, we first tested Metavisitor on the small RNA sequencing datasets SRP013822.
Three Metavisitor workflows were run on the merged SRP013822 small RNA sequence reads and the NC_007919.3 genome as a guide for final reconstruction (in Galaxy history " Input data for Use Cases 11, 12, 13 and 14 "). The first Workflow for Use Case 11 used raw reads collapsed to unique sequences (see methods section) to reconstruct a Nora virus genome referred to as Nora_MV (dataset 35) in the History for Use Case 11 .
In a second Workflow for Use Case 12 , we did not collapse the SRP013822 reads to unique sequences (see materials and method), which allowed the reconstruction of a Nora_raw_reads genome (dataset 33) in the History for Use Case 12 . In a third Workflow for Use Case 13 , the abundances of SRP013822 sequence reads were normalized using the Galaxy tool "Normalize by median" [24] , which allowed the reconstruction of a Nora_MedianNormreads genome (dataset 37) in the History for Use Case 13 .
All three reconstructed genomes as well as the Paparazzireconstructed JX220408 genome had a high sequence similarity (>96.6% nucleotide identity) with the NC_007919.3 guide genome ( see Supplementary File 1 ). The final de novo (capital letters) assemblies of both the Nora_raw_reads and Nora_MedianNormreads genomes entirely covered the JX220408 and NC_007919.3 genomes (both 12333 nt), whereas the de novo assembled part of the Nora_MV genome was marginally shorter (12298nt, the 31 first 5' nucleotides are in lowercase to indicate that they were not de novo assembled but instead recovered from the guide genome). To evaluate the quality of assemblies, we use the " Workflow for remapping in Use Cases 11,2,3 " (from the history Input data for Use Cases 11, 12, 13 and 14 ) for remapping of the SRP013822 raw reads to the 3 reconstituted Nora virus genomes as well as to the JX220408 guide genome. As can be seen in " History for remapping in Use Cases 11,2,3 " and Fig. 2 , SRP013822 reads matched the genomes with almost identical profiles and had characteristic size distributions of viral siRNAs with a major peak at 21 nucleotides. Importantly, the numbers of reads rematched to the Nora virus genomes were 1,578,704 (Nora_MV) > 1,578,135 (Paparazzi JX220408) > 1,566,909 (Nora_raw_reads) > 1,558,000 (Nora_MedianNormreads) > 872,128 (NC_007919.3 reference genome guide).
Thus, Metavisitor reconstructed a Nora virus genome Nora_MV whose sequence maximizes the number of vsiRNA read alignments which suggests it is the most accurate genome for the Nora virus present in the datasets. Of note, the Nora_MV genome differs from the JX220408 rNora genome generated by Paparazzi by only two mismatches at positions 367 and 10707, and four 2ntdeletions at positions 223, 365, 9059 and 12217 ( see Supplementary File 1 ). These variations did not change the amino acid sequence of the 4 ORFs of the Nora virus. We conclude that Metavisitor performs slightly better than Paparazzi for a known virus, using de novo assembly of small RNA reads followed by blastguided assembly. We did not observe any benefits of using raw reads ( Metavisitor Use Case 12 ) or normalizedbymedian reads ( Metavisitor Use Case 13 ) for the Oases assembly, but rather a decrease in the accuracy of the reconstructed genome as measured by the number of reads remapped to the final genomes ( Figure 2 ).
Use Case 14
In order to show the ability of Metavisitor in detecting multiple known viruses in small RNA sequencing datasets, we derived a simplified workflow from the " Workflow for Use Case 11 ", where blastn alignments of Oases contigs are simply parsed using the "Parse blast output and compile hits" tool without any filtering. Using this Workflow for Use Case 14 with the SRP013822 sequence datasets as input returned a list of parsed blastn alignments in the " History for Use Case 14 " which contains, as expected, the Nora virus.
In addition, Oases contigs were found to align with high significance (Mean BitScore > 500) to the Drosophila A virus and to the Drosophila C virus (Dataset 18 and Table 1 ) , strongly suggesting that the fly stocks analyzed in our previous work were also subject to persistent infection by these viruses [4] .
Discovery of novel viruses
Use Case 21
We recently discovered two novel viruses infecting a laboratory colony of Anopheles coluzzii mosquitoes [25] . Using small RNA datasets from these mosquitoes (study accession number ERP012577, history " Input data for Use Cases 21 and 22 "), and the Workflow for Use Case 21 , we were able to assemble a number a Oases contigs that showed significant blastx hits with Dicistroviridae proteins, including Drosophila C virus In order to construct a potential new A. coluzzii dicistrovirus genome, we thus collected blastx hits showing significant alignment with both Drosophila C virus and Cricket paralysis viral polyproteins ( dataset 32, Dicistroviridae Hits ), and we further assembled these hits using CAP3, which produced 4 contigs of 1952, 341, 4688 and 320 nt, respectively. We then aligned these 4 contigs to the DCV genome NC_001834.1 with tblastx and used the "blast_to_scaffold" tool to produce a final assembly ( dataset 42:
"New AnCV sequences in DCV scaffold "). Remapping of the ERP012577 small RNA reads using the Workflow for remapping in Use Cases 11,2,3 adapted to ERP012577 at runtime showed that they mostly align to de novo assembled regions (uppercase nucleotides) of this chimeric genome and have a typical size distribution of viral derived siRNA (see dataset 64 ), suggesting that the NC_001834.1 DCV sequences of the scaffold (lowercase nucleotides) are loosely related to the actual sequence of the novel Anopheles coluzzii dicistrovirus. Nevertheless, the composite assembly already allows designing primers in the de novo assembled regions to PCR amplify and sequence the regions of the viral genome that could not be de novo assembled.
Use Case 22
We next used RNAseq libraries from the same Anopheles coluzzii colony available in the 
Virus detection in human RNAseq libraries
Having illustrated that Metavisitor is able to generate robust genome assemblies from known and novel viruses in Drosophila and Anopheles sequencing datasets, we tested whether it can be used as a diagnostic workflow to detect viruses in RNA sequencing datasets of human patients from three different studies [26] [27] [28] .
Use Case 31
Innate lymphoid cells (ILCs) play a central role in response to viral infection by secreting cytokines crucial for immune regulation, tissue homeostasis, and repair. Therefore, the pathogenic effect of HIV on these cells was recently analyzed in infected or uninfected patients using various approaches, including transcriptome profiling [27] . ILCs are unlikely to be infected in vivo by HIV as they lack expression of the CD4 coreceptor of HIV and they are refractory in vitro to HIV infection. However, we reasoned that ILCs samples could still be contaminated by infected cells. This might allow Metavisitor to detect and assemble HIV genomes from patient's ILC sequencing data (EBI SRP068722).
As these datasets contains short 32 nt reads which in addition had to be 3' trimmed to 27 nt to retain acceptable sequence quality, we designed a Workflow for Use Case 31 that is similar to the workflows used in cases 11 and 21 for small RNA sequencing data.
In that workflow however, sequencing datasets are depleted from reads aligning to the human genome (hg19) and viral reads are selected by alignment to the NCBI viral sequences using our sRbowtie tool. These reads are further submitted to Oases assembly (kmers 11 to 27), the resulting contigs are aligned to the Nucleotide Viral Blast Database using blastn. Alignments are parsed using the "Parse blast output and compile hits" tool, removing alignments to NCBI sequences related to patents to simplify the report ("Patent" term in the filter option of the "Parse blast output and compile hits" tool). Finally, a report is generated by concatenating the reports produced by this tool for each patient.
Using the Galaxy tool "Extract reads in FASTQ/A format from NCBI SRA", we imported 40 sequence datasets from the EBI SRP068722 archive in the history " Input data for Use Case 31 " and we merged the ICL datasets belonging to the same patients (datasets 43 to 59). We then generated a dataset collection of these patient sequence data (Patient collection) and executed the Workflow for Use Case 31 to perform allinone batch analysis of this collection in the History for Use Case 31 ( summarized in Table 2 ) . In this history analysis, we were able to detect HIV RNAs in samples from 3 out of 4 infected patients whereas all samples from control uninfected patients remained negative for HIV. This Metavisitor workflow was able to accurately detect HIV RNA, even in samples where the number of sequence reads was expected to be low, as mentioned above.
Use Case 32
Yozwiak et al. searched the presence of viruses in RNA Illumina sequencing data from serums of children suffering from fevers of unknown origins [26] . In this study, pairedend sequencing datasets were depleted from reads aligning to the human genome and the human transcriptome using BLAT and BLASTn, respectively, and the remaining reads were aligned to the NCBI nucleotide database using BLASTn. A virus was considered identified when 10 reads or more aligned to a viral genome which was not tagged as a known lab contaminant.
For a significant number of Patient IDs reported in table 1 of the article [26] , we were not able to find the corresponding sequencing files in the deposited EBI SRP011425
archive. In addition, we did not find the same read counts for these datasets as those indicated by the authors. With these limitations in mind, we used the Galaxy tool "Extract reads in FASTQ/A format from NCBI SRA" to download in the Galaxy history " Input Data for Use Case 32 " 86 sequencing datasets that could be further concatenated and assigned to 36 patients in Yozwiak et al [26] (dataset collection 191). It is noteworthy that sequence reads in SRP011425 datasets are 97 nt long. Thus, the " Workflow for Use Case 32 " that we built to perform allinone batch analysis is adapted from the Workflow for Use Case 31 with the following modifications: (i) sequences reads are depleted from human sequences and viral reads are selected by alignment to the NCBI viral sequences using the Galaxy bowtie2 tool instead of our sRbowtie tool; (ii) viral reads are submitted to Oases assembly using kmer values ranging from 13 to 69;
(iii) the SAM file with reads alignments to the vir1 bowtie2 index is parsed using the "join" and "sort" Galaxy tools in order to detect putative false negative datasets with viral reads that fails to produce significant Oases viral contigs.
We executed the Workflow for Use Case 32 on the datasets from the history " Input Data for Use Case 32 " to produce the History for Use Case 32 . The information generated in this history is summarized in [28] . Accordingly, they were able to generate sequence datasets of 150 nt reads providing high coverage of the viral genomes. We used these datasets, relevant in the context of Lassa and Ebola outbreak and epidemic response, to demonstrate the versatility of Metavisitor as well as its ability to generate high throughput reconstruction of viral genomes.
In order to take into account the longer reads and higher viral sequencing depths in the available datasets [28] , we adapted a Metavisitor workflow for Use Case 33 as follows:
(i) The sequencing reads are directly aligned to the viral NCBI sequences without prior depletion by alignment to the human or rodent hosts; (ii) the Trinity de novo assembler [20] that performs well with longer reads is used instead of Oases; (iii) reconstruction of Lassa and Ebola genomes from the sequences of the blast hits with the nucleotide viral blast database is directly performed with our blast to scaffold tool without CAP3 assembly since the Trinity contigs are already covering a significant part of the viral genomes; (iv) the reports generated by our "Parse blast output and compile hits" tool as well as the reconstructed genome generated for each sample are concatenated in single datasets for easier browsing and subsequent phylogenetic or variant analyses; (v) finally, for adaptability to any type of virus, two input variables are specified by the user at the workflow runtime: the name of the virus to be searched for in the analysis, and the identifier of the sequence to be used as guide in genome reconstruction steps.
We imported 63 sequence datasets available in the EBI SRA PRJNA254017 and PRJNA257197 archives [28] in the history " Input Data for Use Case 33 ", and grouped these datasets in Lassa virus (55 fastq files) and Ebola virus (8 fastq files) dataset collections (see Table 4 for the complete description of the analyzed samples). To generate the History for Use Case 33 Lassa L , we then executed the workflow for Use Case 33 , taking the Lassa virus dataset collection as input sequences, "Lassa" as a filter term for the "Parse blast output and compile hits" tool and the NCBI sequence NC_004297.1 as a guide for reconstruction of the Lassa virus segment L. We also generated the History for Use Case 33 Ebola with the same workflow, taking the Ebola virus dataset collection as input sequences, "Ebola" as a filter term for the "Parse blast output and compile hits" tool and the NCBI sequence NC_002549.1 as a guide for reconstruction of the Ebola virus genome.
The results of both analyses are summarized in Table 4 . Metavisitor was able to detect Ebola virus in all corresponding sequence datasets as well as Lassa virus in 53 out the 55 sequence datasets generated from Lassa virus samples. Importantly, Matranga et al also did not report reconstructed Lassa genomic segments from the two datasets that we found to be Lassa virus negative, likely due to high read duplication levels in the corresponding libraries [28] . The reconstructed Lassa virus L segments are compiled in the dataset 679 of History for Use Case 33 Lassa L whereas reconstructed Ebola virus genomes are compiled in the dataset 115 of History for Use Case 33 Ebola . In these sequences, de novo assembled segments in uppercases are integrated in the reference guide sequence (lowercase) used for the reconstruction. To note, for viruses with segmented genomes the workflow for Use Case 33 has to be used separately with corresponding guide sequences for the appropriate segment to be reconstructed. As an example, we used this workflow with the input variables "Lassa" (filter term for the "Parse blast output and compile hits" tool) and "NC_004296.1" (Lassa S segment used for guiding the reconstruction) to generate the History for Use Case 33 Lassa S .
At this stage, users can use the genomic fasta sequences for further analyses. For instance, multiple sequence alignments) can be directly performed for phylogenetics or variant analyses, or reads in the original datasets can be realigned to the viral genomes as in Use Cases 1 and 2 to visualize their coverages.
Discussion
In order to address accessibility, reproducibility and transparency issues in bioinformatics analyses for the detection and reconstruction of viruses, we developed Metavisitor, an opensource suite of tools and workflows executable in Galaxy. Galaxy provides a framework supported by a growing community, and allows executing computational tools and workflows through a userfriendly web interface without need for advanced skills in bioinformatics. Thus, on the one hand, Metavisitor may be useful to many researchers, from seasoned bioinformaticians to medical virologists trying to identify the source of an unknown illness. On the other hand, the advanced Galaxy functionalities ensure the highest levels of computational analyses, through rigorous recording of the produced data and metadata and of the used parameters as well as the ability to share, publish and reproduce these analyses, as illustrated by this work.
Another major benefit from their integration in Galaxy is that, as any Galaxy workflow, the Metavisitor workflows may easily be adapted, modified or extended with tools from the active Galaxy developer community.
Through use cases, we have shown that the current set of Metavisitor tools can generate workflows adapted to diverse situations: (a) Short or longer reads from small RNAseq, RNAseq or DNAseq can be used as input data, in a fastq or fasta format, with or without clipping adapter sequences. (b) Sequence information in these input data can be used as is, or compressed using our readstosequences procedure or normalization by median [24] . This compression greatly reduces the workload and may improve the quality of the de novo assembly step (see Use Cases 11 to 13). (c) We used three alignment tools in this work based on Bowtie or Bowtie2, including our sRbowtie tool adapted to short RNA reads. Indeed any alignment software producing BAM/SAM outputs may be used in future Metavisitor workflows, provided that they are wrapped for their integration in the Galaxy framework. (d) We have shown the benefit of subtracting nonviral reads before de novo assembly by their alignment to host, parasite or symbiont genomes.
Nevertheless, Use Case 33 illustrates that this step is optional when experimental procedures generate sequence datasets highly enriched in viral sequences. (e) We adapted efficient workflows for two de novo assembler programs (Oases and Trinity). It is noteworthy that both of these assemblers could be used in parallel in a single Metavisitor workflow to produce more contigs, which are subsequently filtered by blastn/x alignments to known viral sequences. Any other de novo assembly software can be adapted to be used as Metavisitor assembly tool. (f) The viral genome reconstruction can also be adapted. We found that when the number of blast hits to the guide sequences is high, indicative of a high coverage, then the CAP3 assembly of the corresponding hit sequences may be omitted. For instance, our tool "blast_to_scaffold" was sufficient to generate full Lassa and Ebola genome reconstructions in Use Case 33. (g) Finally, central to Metavisitor are the viral nucleotide and protein references used in the workflows to identify viral contigs or viral reads. We retrieved the vir1 references from the NCBI using the "Retrieve FASTA from NCBI" Galaxy tool with an explicit query string.
We will rerun this tool on a regular basis with the same query string to update the vir1 references with sequences newly deposited to the NCBI databases. However, users are free to adapt Metavisitor workflows to their own viral references either by running the "Retrieve FASTA from NCBI" tool using query strings of there choice or by uploading their own fasta sequences. This is possible since alignment tools in the Metavisitor tool suite, including sRbowtie, Bowtie, Bowtie2 and Blast, can work with indexes generated on the fly from fasta datasets present in Galaxy users' histories.
A modular and scalable software for biologists and clinicians
Metavisitor tools are modules that can be combined by biologists and clinicians to build analyses workflows adapted to their needs: from detection or reconstruction of known viruses in Drosophila small RNAseq datasets to novel virus discovery in Anopheles [25] to diagnosis and reconstruction of viruses of patients from RNAseq datasets. Importantly we showed that Metavisitor is able to detect coinfections by multiple viruses (see Use Case 14 for an example). 
Future directions
The central idea in Metavisitor is to detect de novo contigs of viral sequence reads through blast alignments. Indeed, the ability to form de novo viral contigs that align to the large viral sequence database extracted from Genbank NCBI (vir1) provides very strong evidence of the presence of a virus while ensuring a low rate of false positives.
However, this current vir1 reference database is redundant and contains sequences whose annotations are misleading or not meaningful (for instance, chimeric sequences between host and viral genomes or patent sequences). We will work at removing redundant or misannotated sequences from vir1. This curated vir1 reference will improve the speed of the alignment steps, reduce the size of the reports generated by Metavisitor while including phylogenetic informations on detected viruses. In the meantime, the versatility of Metavisitor allows users to work with their own viral sequence references.
We are aware that low viral loads in sequenced samples and/or viral read alignments to scattered short regions of viral genomes may result in failure to assemble viral contigs and thus in putative false negatives. We have shown how to keep track of these false negatives in the Workflow for Use Case 32 by parsing the SAM alignments to the vir1 index in order to annotate and to count viral reads before the contig assembly steps ( Table 3 ). This tracking of putative false negatives will also be simplified with a curated vir1 reference.
We finally wish to stress that Metavisitor has the potential for integrating detection or diagnosis of nonviral, microbial components in biological samples. Eukaryotic parasites or symbionts and bacteria are mostly detectable in sequencing datasets from their abundant ribosomal RNAs whose sequences are strongly conserved in the main kingdoms. This raises specific issues for their accurate identification and their taxonomic resolution which are not currently addressed by Metavisitor. However, many tools and databases [29] addressing these metagenomics challenges can be adapted, when not already, to the Galaxy framework. For instance, Qiime [30] and the SILVA database of ribosomal RNAs [31] can be used within Galaxy and could thus be integrated in future Metavisitor workflows. The funders had no role in study design, data collection and analysis, decision to publish, or preparation of the manuscript. For detection of false positives, reads were aligned to the bowtie2 vir1 index before de novo assembly (see dataset collection 261 in the history). The data from this computational treatment are summarized in the column "Read mapping to vir1 using bowtie2" and detailed in each corresponding patient tabs. Metavisitor HIV detection (last two columns) 
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